
HISTORY:  
The constant pursuit to perfect the art of distillation has been  
passed down through six generations of the Serrallés family to 
create Puerto Rico’s number one rum, Don Q. The rums are named 
after Don Quixote; just as this famous literary character represents 
the search for a perfect world, Don Q signifies the family’s quest for 
perfection in rum. With an enthusiasm rivalled only by their passion 
for quality, Don Q have invested significant time, knowledge, and 
resources to make the distillery one of the cleanest and greenest  
in the spirits industry. A sustainable approach to making Don Q  
rum leads to a superior product as well as a healthy ecosystem.  
Not only does the distillery then reap the benefits, they  
get to do what’s best for the people and wildlife of  
Puerto Rico and the Caribbean Sea.

BRAND:

Don Q  
Gold

CLOSURE: Screwcap

CASE SIZE: 6 x 70cl

ABV: 40%

ORIGIN:  Puerto Rico



PRODUCTION: 
From beginning to end, the Serrallés distillery is in complete control 
of the rum-making process which gives a consistency and continuity 
in the quality and craftsmanship of their rums. They purchase 
premium molasses from various long-term suppliers and each batch 
of molasses goes under stringent tests and is micro-distilled to ensure 
its premium quality. The molasses are then diluted and pasteurized 
with steam to remove any wild yeast that may be present to ensure 
the elimination of anything that is thought to give unwanted flavours.   

The distilling team then adds the proprietary yeast which was developed 
by the Serrallés Family back in the 1930s. The distillate is then fed 
through their continuous five-column distillation system giving a much 
more refined, delicate and cleaner rum with exquisite aroma and 
texture. After going through the distillation process, the rum is ready to 
be aged. This aging process takes place in barrels which were previously 
used once to age bourbon and then twice more to age whiskey, removing 
excessive tannins and giving subtle and soft caramels and vanilla 
flavours. With a similar production process to Cristal – but more flavour 
to punch up a traditional rum cocktail – it’s aged from 2 to 5 years, 
smooth and easy-to-drink. The charcoal filtration process removes 
impurities but leaves all the delicious rummy flavours. 

TASTING NOTE: 
Don Q Gold is a favourite of those searching for a classic rum taste.  
Sparkling clear straw gold colour with aromatic molasses & slight 
grassy notes backed up with vanilla and oak. Gentle tannins, vanilla 
and molasses on the palate with a velvety texture.  A remarkably good 
rum for a gold and for the money; smooth, nicely spicy and just enough 
fire to let you know you are drinking a real rum! Considered among 
traditional drinkers as the ideal rum for preparing classic rum cocktails 
and in 1954, the original Piña Colada was created at the Caribe Hilton 
in Old San Juan, by Monchito Marrero using Don Q Gold rum! 


